
Adding Clear Panels 
to an Ozzy Cage

This is a general assembly guide for adding clear panels to an existing 
1-Level Ozzy Cage, and may not indicate what has been included 
in your box.

Clear panels are most suitable for the walls of single level cages and 
should not be used as base/floor grids, as part of a stand or as a lid. 

We recommend the use of our ‘Hammertime’ Hammer to help secure 
the panels together as securely as possible. 

BASIC AVAILABLE COMPONENTS

BUILDING A NEW OZZY CAGE 
FROM SCRATCH?

CLEAR ACRYLIC PANELS

For the walls of your enclosure.
We recommend them for the front side

of the cage where your piggies look out!
Connectors are used to join
the panels at the corners.

Our hammer helps knock the 
panels together with the 

safest and tightest fit!

CONNECTORS
White or Black

'HAMMERTIME' HAMMER

A wide variety of components like ramps, support bars, chew protectors 
and grids to enhance or expand your enclosure are available online!

Guinea Pigs 
Australia

guineapigsaustralia.com.au

Assembly 
Instructions for  

Head over to our Youtube channel for 
instructions on how to set up your basic 
grid foundation, then replace the front 
section with the clear panels as per this 
instruction sheet!

We also have extra 
videos on how to build 
lids, stands, lofts and 
much more!

ADDING TO AN EXISTING
OZZY CAGE?
Your job is easy! Just pull out the grids 
that you want to replace with the clear 
panels, hammer the new panels in with 
our Ozzy connectors and you’re set! 

Our clear panels are compatible in size 
and thickness with our Ozzy Cage 
connectors and grids so you don’t 
have to worry about pieces slipping 
out or looking uneven.

NOTE: Our clear panels are not 
compatible with other brands of C&C 
cage grids or connectors!



Remove the grids you wish to replace on your 
existing cage (taking your piggies out first!). 
Peel the adhesive plastic covering o� your 
clear panels.  

Position your clear panel into the slot of 
a connector and tap the top & sides of 
the panel with the ‘Hammertime’ 
Hammer to set it securely into the 
connector.

(Either side of the hammer works safely!)

Connect all clear 
panels along bottom 
edge, then repeat for 
the top side, 
reattaching your 
existing grids where 
required.

No cable ties required between the clear 
panels! Set cage back up with your 

corflute lining, bedding & accessories 
and you are done. 

Enjoy the awesome clear views!

CLEAR PANEL ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Still stuck? Get in touch! orders@guineaigsaustralia.com.au
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Assembly 
Instructions for  

Note: These instructions are for adding clear panels to an existing 1-Level Ozzy cage.

CONNECTOR

PANEL

'HAMMERTIME' HAMMER


